
WRITING A STRAIGHT NEWS STORY

Every news story begins with a lead (pronounced LEED), so learning to write a good lead is the first step in learning to
write a good story. Journalists use many.

Like this: "Moses' law," or "Jesus' parables. The statement I just wrote, for example, is a fragment. You are
still attributing the source properly, but no quotes are needed. For example, the sentence "She only skimmed
the thicker reports" means "She only skimmed the thicker reports; she didn't read them thoroughly. Overt
statements of opinion usually are reserved for editorials or opinion columns that are run exclusively on a
special page or pages inside the paper. Have a student read all the paragraphs. Use only "to. It's usually
unnecessary in present progressive tense constructions like "is currently saying" or "are currently doing. See
the "objectivity" entry. The middle part gives the background needed to understand the story. For dates outside
that time frame, use the month and day. You can count buckets, but you can't count water. For example: The
6-footinch player. See the Verb Tenses handout for a refresher. The very act of defining a set of events as
"newsworthy" and boiling those events down into a news story involves making all kinds of non-objective
decisions based on value judgments and personal perspectives. Highway 1, U. In that case, the verb "left" is
intransitive. Simply use "whether. Your audience will consider you strange if you talk that way in your
journalistic writing. Follow Us! So will breaking one or more of them, but only if you do it intentionally and
for a specific purpose. Back to top Format for submitting stories online : If your story came out as one big bloc
of text, it's because you forgot to leave a single, blank line between each paragraph of your story. Associate
Professor of Journalism Middle Tennessee State University Every news story begins with a lead pronounced
LEED , so learning to write a good lead is the first step in learning to write a good story. For example: o A
majority of two votes is not adequate to control the committee. Exceptions to the rule abound. Length of
Paragraphs This is different than a term paper for English class. We also equip them better than most officers.
Back to top Majority: Figuring out whether this word takes a singular or a plural verb can be tricky. The hat is
the thing the player left. For example, in the sentence "The truck was following the car with a trailer," it's
impossible to tell whether the car or the truck was pulling the trailer.


